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NEW MEXICO LOBO

Aggies Will ~at Cotton Candy,.,)onight

Paul

FLECK

LAS CRUCES
New UCLA, Utah hosts Stanford
Mexico State's "Amazin' and Arizona State hosts weak
Aggies", whose season hopes Cal Poly-Pomona.
are soaring. higher .than the . New Mexico State off.ic. ials
nearby Organ mountains, will are expecting a crowd of 4,000
try to run the score up on for the opener in the Aggies'
hapless Oklahoma Christian 13 ,000-seat Pan American
College tonight,
center. The poor turnout is
Ranked second nationally by expected to be blamed on bad
Sports Illustrated and sixth by weather or any other possible
the Associated Press, Coach excuse with the exception of one
Lou Henson realizes that he -the poor competition,
will .have to really pile it on
Sorry teams fill this year's
poor OCC if he wants to Aggie schedule. Coach Lou
impress the nation's pollsters.
Henson blames the cotton
In other important games candy slate on teams being
around the area tonight, afraid to play the Aggies. 1'his
)1ighly-rated Arizona visits doesn't hold .a .. IQt of wafer

1;( Asst. Sports Editor -f;.r

Tradition

This winter promises a
unique basketball experience fOl'
Lobo fans in light of the
tradition at UNM. This year's
team lacks the basic essentials
of a top-notch team but the
fans still can not foresee a bad
season, They know too well
that Coach Bob King will not
let this university sponsor a
losing team. He has yet to do
that in Albuquerque.
But King faces a long, rocky
road. The schedule this year
may be the toughest ever faced
by the . Wolfpack. Unranked in
the nation's top twenty in any
magazine or newspaper, they
will play thirteen games against
teams that have received
mention in top twenty listings.
Aggies Ranked Second
December 8 and 16 the
Lobos meet arch-rival New
Mexico State, ranked second in
the country by Sports
Illustrated magazine and
somewhere in the top ten in
other polls.
In the Sugar Bowl Classic in
New Orleans over the Christmas
vacation, the Lobos have been
paired with the South Carolina
Gamecocks, the consensus top
team in the country, in the first
round.
And probably the biggest
factor hindering the Lobos win
record will be the Western
Athletic Conference. The WAC
is a traditionally tight
conference where teams have
won
the
basketball
championship with a 6-4
record. Any games played on
the road gives the travelling
team an "automatic" 10 to 20
Frosh Crop to Begin
Point disadvantaee. The Lobos
have been picked to finish last
Sprouting Tonight
in the expanded eight team
league.
Arizona, selected by the
The fans will have most of
WAC coaches and sportswriters these details in mind as they
to claim the championship, has jam the arena tonight and sit
received mention in top twenty forward in their seats to catch
listings along with Utah.
the first glimpse of the Lobos
Constant Underdog
as they jog down the ramp
The Lobos will be underdogs and onto the playing court.
in about twenty games. They
Coach King has told the
have six solid players and after press that the Lobos should
that a weak bench. They lack win about half their games.
height with only one big man The pre·season indications are
holding playing experience. The that the Lobos will be lucky
basketball picture is not as to break even. But King will
bright as it has been over the be a very disappointed man if
!_ast few seasons.
that is the season outcome.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
RATES: 7c Per word, 20 word min!.
WHERE: Journalism Bt.Oilding. Room
15. 9 r
-' b
mum ($1.40) per time run. If ad io to
run five or more consecutive days with
, a ternoons prt:J..era 1y or tnaU.
no changes the rate is reduced to 5c
CIBS8itled Advertilllng
per word aud the minimum nllntber of
UNM P.O. Box 20
words to 10.
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106
TERMS: Payment must he made in full prior to insertion of advertisement.

1)

PERSONALS

I NEED HELP. All vacation help me send
love vibrations to Denver, send them in
care of lCay. 12/3
llE SURE to cheek the Lost & Found
service in the lobby ol the sun for
your lost itemg.

DEADLINE for inserting classified 3:30
p.m.-will go in next day's Lobo.
Ssnd and Sun in OLD TOWN Is your
headquarters foJ;> groovy Leather Pants,
Fringe Jackets, Fringe Vests, and
Fringe Handbags. 243·7909.

5)

NEED A RIDE HOME for the Christmas
holidaYB 1 Find one with the Lobo CIBS8ified Ads.
FRATERNITIES.-pay your debts to the
Mtrngc or your. nam:e and amotmt of
debt wlll be published soon in the Lobo.
SENIOR-Be sure to have your class pic·
ture taken for the Mirage. No chargethree Pooes, three prints. Pictures taken
at UNM Photo Service. Call 277·5743 to

ONE LARGE drawing board with handle
and clip, ;2; two small wood"" """""•
$1.50 each; two Wilson Jack Kramer
tennia :racketa-$16 and $10: one Wil•on
aluminum frame racket, $30. All tournament rackets strun~ with gut. Call daily
a!ter !! p.m. or all day weeke11ds. 2666548.

HAVADOHNUT-Monday nights at ell
the donna fresh doUghnuts on sale, lOc,
by the 'women's swimming team. Look
for them, they'll be there.
FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted. Share
two-bedroom bouse near UNM. Phone
265-0754. 12/3

TR-3 1962-rndio, heater, new Interior,
new transmission, $716. Days-299-9923,
evenings--282-3138, 12/1
BLACK PERSIAN LAMB Johort coat. In
good condition, InqUire at 242-1567.
LOTUS CORTINA. DOHC 4, dual webers,
rebuilt engine and tra.nsmlesion, radio,
heater. Best offer, 844-3654.
1967 COIJGAR-16,000-$1950 289 Engine
3-speed, .COnllolc radio, naugahyde, tan
inside/out. Wonderful . car I Super de•
pendability. Bart: 298-7791, 256·2905,
277-5236. 12/5

FURNITURE: Couchs $50 & $il: Chairs
$18 & $12; Maple Table $20: Refrigerator $36; Elec. Stove $36; lleds; PoolPing Pong Table $60; Violin, Guitar,
T.v. $20. 298-9342. 12/6

LOST&FOUND

FOUND: At Unlv. Stadium a 1969 class
ring from DeWitt Clinton H.S. Owner
>bay claim by contacting Coach Hackett
at Jolmsoti Gym,

3)

·foreign Car
Specialists

SERVICES

TYP1NG SERVIClil. 'Tenn papers, manua·
co·ipts, the!!l.!, cte, Experienced, Dorls
Jaekson~296-2548. 12/2

Buck's 2il8'-4689
.TV Rent~ls
......
Color Available

·

1

.
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14 September
You BeteMA, KIDDIES••• IT's HERE!!

COUNTRV
WIL.l MAKE
l/OU. A

HllED KUJ.ER
BV fAIR.
ARB\TRARY

tiiANC£
t...........

THE 1969-70 FRESHMEN: Sta;ding, -left"' to right~ David
Lang (6·3), Fred Altman (6·6), Dave Seidler (6·7), John
Mulligan (6·9), Mike Stewart (6·8), John Johnson (6·7), Tom
McGahan (6·7), Mark (Crazy) Stephenson (6·5), Tommy
Roberts (6·2), kneeling, Coach Jim Johnston, Coach Ron.
Nelson. Not pictured, Aaron Rosenfeld.

lilii:II:IHTI::nmiJ!DIUIE!IIIIIJ:II:IITIII:II:IIIIII!lllli!llllniiHIIIfll!lil'illlllllfllllllHIIIIIIIIIII!!II'il:riDIIIIiiiEiiflli:llll!lllllllllnJII~IUIIiiiTII!nllll:llml!rnllilinl!!lllliiiiHIIIIIUIIIIIIHIIJJnlllll

Recruiting U

Thursday, December 4
Navajo Refining Company-ME, ChB
(BS)
Public Service Company ot New Mexico
-I-;E CBS), Accounting !BllA), Industrial
M~na~cment (BBAJ
Univeraity ot California, Lo.1 Alnmo:;
Scientific Laboratory-PhYBics, Math., EE
ME, ChE, Nuc.E (BS, MS, PhD)
I•"ridny. Dec(>mbcr li
U.S. Depnrtm<!nt o£ the Int.<:rior, Office
of Survey and. Review, A!'dit, Opcra~ions
BBA-~ceounhng, or tbQ1or m BU1lmcsg
which L'l SUJ!Piemented. by at le"'!t. 24 semMBA
m Ae<!ounting
ester h,ours
m
& aud1hng, nl:lo
University ol California, Los Alamos
Scientific Laboratory-Physics, Math., EE
Mfl, ChE, NucE. (llS, MS, PhD)
Tuesday, December 9
Moore Business Forms-BU9iness Admin ...
istration, Liberal Arta, Accounting
Wednesday, December 10
Atlantic Richfield, Hanford DivisionChemiatry, ChE (BS, MS), ME (BSl
Bnttelle Northwest-Metallurgy, Chern,
Physics, IIIE, Ef:, Chlil, Nuc.E (llS, MS)
Honeywell, Ine-EE MEl (BS, IllS, PhD)
Contra! Intelligence A~enc:v-Gcogrnphy,
Geology, Acctg. (Bachelor Level) Comp.
Sci., EEj ME,_ Math., Physics, Econ, Lib-eral Arls, Pol~ Sci., Fore-ign Area Programs,
Foreign Language (BS, MS, PhD), Psychology (PhD's only) MBA's
Thursday, December 11
Pratt & Whitney Alreraft-Chlil, CE, EEl,
ME, Math./Stat., PhYBics, Chern., (Analyl>ical Ph.YBicaJ, Inorganic)
Central Intelligence Agency-Geography,
GeoloR>Y, Accounting (Bachelor level) Com.
&l., Eli:, ME, Math., PhYBics, Econ,, Lib·
eral Arts, Pot. Sci., Forejgn AJ:cn Prognuns,
Foreign J,onguagc CBS, IllS, PhD), Psy.
chology (PhD's only) MBA's
The Northwcst.<:rn MutUal Life Insurance
Company-Marketing>, Ml!nngement, Gon.
Bualneos, Econ., Fin., Acctg., Liberal Arts,
Graduate JJusinf!&ll_ Lnw, Insurance
Lawrence Radiation Laboratory-EE,
Physics (BS, MS)
Friday, December 12
:C..,ver llrothers-Marketing, Busincso Administration (BA)
Central Intelligence Agency-Geography,
Geology, Accountln~ CB11<helor level)
Comp. Sci.j EE~ ME, Mnth., Physics, Econ.,
Liberal Arts, Pol. Sol,, Foreign Area Pro•
grams, . Foreign Languyag" ( BS, MS,
PhD), Psychology (PhD'n onlY) MBA'a
Wilson & Company, Inc.-Busln""s Ad.
min,. Llbernl Arts, Education (BS. BA, &
MS)

ac<;~>untmg

Recruiter. ropr.,.entlng the foUowlng
companion or agcncfoo wiU visit the Center
to inlcrvicw candidat<s for posltloM:

~12API-Ih::: ll.LU~TI2ATION

Monday, December Iii
Yale Lnw &hool-Mr. James L. Phelan
wants to interview studcntn intorcoted in
the study o£ law at Yale Law School,
Burroughs Wdlcomc & Co.-Dus Admin.,
Liberal Art", Science, Pharmacy
Monday January 12
United Statm AI; r'orce Hecruiting Offi.
cera 'I'rnlning Program-All mnjors '
'!'he Hartford Inaurnnrc Group---!Junincss
Administration, Liborul Aria
•
TUC9dny, January 13
Umt~ l'jtak> A!r I-'orce Recruiting, om.
eem Trnmmg PrOgram-All majora
'

,,.

10¢ BEER
l:very Wed, S-6 PM

Pizza Slices 15¢
Central At Univenity

Hairs Studio

and Camera Center
Portraits • Commercial • Weddings
Fraternity • Sorority
1505B Wyoming N.E.

Phone 299-2474

Albuquerque, N.M. 87110

Closed Mondays

Country Barn

Only

39c

Two Patties of Beef, Lettuce, Tomatoes and Cheese
With a Special Country Barn. Sauce

265·6548

609 JEJO'FER.~ N.£
ALBUQUE:II!QUE. 87110

likelihood you will be
summoned in the draft and
you can probably plan your
life and career in the
knowledge you will have no
military service requirement
barring national emergencies.
If you are temporarily
deferred because of college,
your exempt status continues
but the priority level in which
your birthday falls in the
drawing will be effective for
the year your exemption
expires.
Thus if you should graduate
or drop out of college in
1973, if your birthday was the
15th number drawn in the
Monday lottery. you would be
placed in the 15th level of
call·ups in 1974 even though a
different birthday was drawn
15th for that year.
Shown in the adjoining
columns is a .list of the birth
dates in the order they were
drawn in the lottery.

Every Monday 9 AM to 12 PM

Ill

Ill

WASHINGTON
UPI
Here is a rule·of·thumb guide
for draft-age youths to
determine what the birthday
lottery drawing means to them:
You are involved if your
birthday falls between Jan. 1,
1944, and Dec. 31, 1950.
If your birthday is drawn in
the first 122 numbers and you
have no deferment such as
college, it is almost certain you
will be called for induction in
1970.
If your birthday is drawn
between number 123 through
244, the outlook is touch and
go . that you'll receive your
draft board notice. There are
varying factors such as the
quotas assigned to your local
Selective Service board,
deferments, whether your
birthday comes high or low on
this middle grouping.
If your birthday is drawn in
the bottom third from 245
through 366, there is small

Barn Burger Special

Ill

Free Estimates
265-5901

Post

OKIE'S

;:A~r=g=on:n:e~N~n~t~io::nn~I~L=n~bo=r=nw~ry::--c:gh:;•::m~.=~============~

I

!!!

A WINNING TRADITION
won't be all the Lobos have
going for them when UNM
opens against San Fernando
tonight at 8:00. Chaparral Judi
Nickerson, a cute brunette
from Bloomfield, will be
pulling for the 'Pack as well.

lr:lr.li~JU!I~Jm!"lllfi!E::IimJrm~~~m:m;:nrr:r:rm:;m::nncJml!;rmlllr.:J:[I!~r;rr!Jt:iili!'Jliiii:;n:Einwmnnr.!I!I!JIITirrm!::m;:rrt:ll!!!lll!H!:l:i;mlml!illm:mm:ml~

Repair & Maintenance
On AU Foreign Cars

333 Wyoming N.E•

DUH ...
though. Tough Weber State, f Ol' . . L~:' ,I :;;.
DRIBB!.E,
instance, .would love to play
·\~-'
•:c
PRIBBL~~c "~,
here tonight. The reas~n the
'·
~-,;- ·
Wildcats aren't, though, 1s that
~
~1 :s.
1\
Henson refuses a good team
'G7 .
unless he has to. Like UNM or
ONM
~
UTEP.
·
·'
If he can get out of it, he
studs his schedule with teams
like OCC, Boise State, and Sui
dilk
~
Ross. With a schedule like this,
cfJ?.
of course, Henson will have a
brilliant record at the end of Henson and his Aggies' minds
the season. But to stay high in this week is a dati.' with the
.ratings, Henson knows he must Lobos at the Arena a week
beat· the good teams as well. from tonight.
And although he probably
wouldn't admit it, foremost in

NEW
MEXICO

THE ALL NEW '7o DRAFT!!! No
LONG-ER WILL You BE. SUBJE.C.T TO
TI-lE PETTY WI-ll
Or A NASTY
DRAFT SOARD!!

Over 100 yrs. Combined
Experience
·

RENT-A-TV

$1.00. day
Free Pick Up And Service •
No Depoolt
Lower Monthlv Raf<~

FOR SALE

~00 USED TV's, all styles. Save today.
441 Wyoming NE, 255-6987. 11/27

scbedul~.

2)

Monday, December 1, 1969

Eat in our large dining room or take it home
2400 Central SE Across From Campus

We'll Have Your

Or~er Ready-Cal! 242~7340

Following Is the order ot
the alphabet to be applied ~o
the first letier of last names 1n
determining the order of call
for those men with the same
birth dates:

t-.j; 2·0 3·D; 4•X; 5•N; 6·0;·
7·Z; 8·T; 9·W; 10•P; 11-Q.J,
12·Y; 13·U; 14·C; 15·F; 16-1~
17•K; 18·H; 19·S; 20·L; 21·M;
22•A; 23·R; 24·E; 25•B; 26·V.

First 25
Sept. 14
April 24
Dec. 30
Feb. 14
Oct. 18
Sept. 6
Oct. 26
Sept. 7
Nov. 22
Dec. 6
Aug. 31
Dec. 7
July 8
April 11
July 12
Dec. 29
Jan. 15
Sept. 26
Nov. 1
June 4
Aug. 10
June 26
July 24
Oct. 5
Feb, 19
26·50
Dec, 14
July 21
June 5
March 2
March 31
May 24
April 1
March 17
Nov. 2
May 7
Aug. 24
May 11
Oct. 30
Dec. 11
May 3
Dec. 10
July 13
Dec. 9
Aug. 16
Aug. 2
Nov. 11
Nov. 27
Aug, 8
Sept. 3
July 7
51·75
Nov. 7
·Jan. 25
Dec. 22
Aug. 5
May 16
Dec. 5
Feb. 23
Jan, 19
Jan. 24
June 21
Aug, 29

April 21
Sept. 20
June 27
May 10
Nov. 12
July 25
Feb. 12
June 13
Dec. 21
Sept. 10
Oct, 12
June 17
April 27
May 19
76·100
Nov. 6
Jan. 28
Dec. 27
Oct. 31
Nov. 9
April 4
Sept. 5
April 3
Dec. 25
June 7
Feb. 1
Oct. 6
July 28
Feb. 15
April 18
Feb. 7
Jan. 26
July 1
Oct. 28
Dec. 24
Dec. 16
Nov: 8
July 17
Nov. 29
Dec. 31
101·125
Jan, 5
Aug. 15
May 30
June 19
Dec, 8
Aug. 9
Nov. 16
March 1
June 23
June 6
Aug. 1
May 17
Sept. 15
Aug. 6
July 3
Aug. 23
Oct. 22
Jan. 23
Sept. 23
July 16
Jan. 16
March 7
Dec. 28

April 13
Oct. 2
126·150
Nov. 13
Nov. 14
Dec. 18
Dec. 1
May 15
Nov. 15
Nov. 25
May 12
June 11
Dec. 20
March 11
June 25
Oct. 13
March 6
Jan. 18
Aug. 18
Aug. 12
Nov. 17
Feb. 2
Aug. 4
Nov. 18
April 7
April 16
Sept. 25
Feb. 11
151·175
Sept. 29
Feb. 13
July 22
Aug. 17
May 6
Nov. 21
Dec. 3
Sept. 11
Jan. 2
Sept. 22
Sept. 2
Dec. 23
Dec. 13
Jan, 30
Dec. 4
March 16
Aug. 28
Aug, 7
March 15
March 26
Oct. 15
July 23
Dec. 26
Nov. 30
Sept. 13
176·200
Oct. 25
Sept. 19
May 14
Feb. 25
Jul'l!l 15
Feb. 8
Nov, 23
May 20
Sept. 8

Nov. 20
Jan. 21
July 20
July 5
Feb. 17
July 18
April 29
Oct. 20
July 31
Jan. 9
Sept. 24
Oct. 24
May 9
Aug. 14
Jan. 8
March 19
201·225
Oct. 23
Oct. 4
Nov. 19
Sept. 21
Feb. 27
June 10
Sept. 16
April 30
June 30
Feb. 4
Jan. 31
Feb. 16
March 8
Feb. 5
Jan. 4
Feb. 10
March 30
April 10
April 9
Oct. 10
Jan. 12
June 28
March 28
Jan, 6
Sept. 1
226·250
May 29
July 19
June 2
Oct. 29
Nov. 24
April 14
Sept. 4
Sept. 27
Oct. 7
Jan. 17
Feb. 24
Oct. 11
Jan. 14
March 20
Dec. 19

oct.

l.9

Sept. 12
Oct, 21
oct. 3
Aug. 26

Sept. 18
June 22
July 11
June 1
May 21
251·275
Jan. 3
April 23
April 6
Oct. 16
Sept. 17
March 23
Sept. 28
March 24
March 13
April 17
Aug. 3
April 28
Sept. 9
Oct. 27
March 22
Nov. 4
March 3
March 27
April 5
July 29
April 2
June 12
April 15
June 16
March 4
276·300
May 4
July 9
May 18
July 4
Jan. 20
Nov. 28
Nov. 10
Oct, 8
July 10
Feb. 29
Aug. 25
July 30
Oct. 17
July 27
Feb. 22
Aug. 21
Feb. 18
March 5
·Oct. 14
May 13
May 27
Feb. 3
May 2
Feb. 28
March 12
301·325
June 3
Feb. 20
July 26
Dec. 1 '1
Jan. 1

Jan. 7
Aug. 13
May 28
Nov. 26~
Nov. 5
Aug. 19
April 8
May 31
Dec. 12
Sept, 30
April 22
March 9
Jan. 13
May 23
Dec. 15
May 8
July 15
March 10
Aug. 11
Jan. 10
326·350
May 22
July 6
Dec. 2
Jan. 11
May 1
July 14
March 18
Aug. 30
March 21
June 9
April 19
Jan. 22
Feb. 9
Aug. 22
April 26
June 18
Oct. 9
March 25
Aug. 20
April 20
April 12
Feb. 6
Nov. 3
Jan. 29
July ~
351·366
April 25
Aug. 27
June, 29
March 14
Jan, 27
June 14
May 26
June 24
Oct. 1
June 20
May 25 ,
March 29
Feb. 21
May 5
,Feb. 26
June 8

.
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The New Mexico Lobo is published
daily every regulor week of the University year by the Board of Student Publications of the Associated Students of
the Univer>ity of New Mexico, and is not
financially associated with UNM. Printed
by the UNM Printina Plant with sec~md
class postage paid at Albuquerque, New
Mexico, 87106. Subscription rate i• $7
for tho academic year.
The opinions expressed on the editorial
pages of The Lobo are those of the
•author solely. Unsigned opinion is that
of the editorial board of The Lobo.
Nothin9 necessarily represents th~ views
of the Associated Students or of tho University of New Mexico,

Editot•ial

Silent Majority Film
Shows· ~Otl1e.r Side'
By PAUL IDEKER
WASHINGTON .
(CPS)
The United States
Information Agency (USIA) has produced a film entitled
"The Silent Majority" for distribution in 104 foreign
countries, including Vietnam.
The film which took 12 days to produce and cost
$20,000, is' 15 minutes long and a~te~pts to esta_blish
the actual existence of a silent maJonty of Amencans
who support the President's Vietnam policy.
.
United States citizens are not allowed to v1ew the
film or any of the material produced by the USIA
without an act of Congress, because the material is not
intended for American audiences and could be
considered politically in favor of the party in power.
"The Other Side"
Spokesmen for the USIA maintain that the purpose
of "The Silent Majority" is to take the "other side" to
the people of the world ·- the story that does not get
covered in the regular foreign commercial press.
However, the film appears to have had a very
different effect on others,. outside the agency, who have
viewed it so far. Two Congressmen important to
domestic and foreign information committees, John E.
Moss (D-Calif.) and Ogden R. Reid (R·N.Y.), were quick
to criticize the film after a special showing in Moss'
office.
Reid indicated that he was "not entirely satisfied"
with the film while Moss told newsmen the film
indicates a subtle change 'by an agency committed to
informing to an agency committed to propaganda.
Gallup Poll
To establish the reality of a ''silent majority" in
America the film uses a Gallup Poll taken immediately
following President Nixon's November speech. The poll,
conducted by telephone, involved 500 randomly selected
respondents from across the country. At one point in
the film, George Gallup, president of the American
Institute of Public Opinion, is questioned by the film's
black commentator Wiley Davis.
Gallup explains his method, and offers the accuracy
rate his organization has had conducting previous polls
as a means of substantiating the legitimacy of this most
recent poll. No other evidence that the silent majority
does in fact exist is offered during the remaining
minutes of the film.

Ben1a

Tuesd'ay, December 2, 1969

'Oh, Come Now!'

To The Editor:
.,

To Boehning

To the Editor:
I am writing concerning
your article in the fall edition
of the Alumni Association
Newsletter.
In order to keep alumni
better informed of events that
are happening at UNM, I think
t,hat you ought to give a
complete account of the facts,
not just a view that will keep
the lords in Santa Fe appeased.
In my own view, 1 feel that
Professor Frank's loss as
department chairman and
faculty member was very
unfortunate. The University of
M:assachusetts thought enough
Of him to offer him the
chairmanship of their English
department. Professor Frank
wll'lf\ a person that stood for
what he thought. was right. He
gained .a great deal of respect
from the students at TJNM for
the stand that he took. It's
too bad we don't keep faculty
members like this and get rid
of the, administrators who·
$hake every time the Big
F·eople speak.
Another point that you made
was that of Mr. Pollack and
Williams not being on
eampus this year. Are you
implying that they were .run
Off? It is more likely that ~hey
left out of disgust. In the
future we are· going to lose a
tot more teachers who are
~isgusted with UNM.

Mr.

I attended the University of
New Mexico for four years,
and I was proud of my school.
The University of New Mexico
is a great school. For a state
school it is better than it
should be. But with the
approach
that
our
administration, a few legislators,
and a few people who really
don't care about the University
are taking, UNM could very
well become another "just
average" school. Why don't we
stand BEHIND UNM and keep
it where it should be - at the
top.
Jim Cox
Class of '69

Defends KUNM
To the Editor:
In response to the letter
criticizing KUNM I think the
writer doesn't know what he's
talking about. He stated that
KUNM is imitating KQEO.
That's a real laugh! If KQEO
was playing the music
"Boneyard" plays there
wouldn't be any heed for
KUNM to exist. The reason
KUNM is so popular and
believe me lt is very popular,
is because they play the music
selections that we the students
want to hear, not the Sugar
Sugar,. Chewy Chewy music the
local Top 40 station plays. KQ
has' the right to play whatever
they want but if the writer of
the letter last Friday really
thinks ~hat KUNM "Boneyard'~

Letters nre welcome, and ebould
be no longer than 250 words bpewritten, double epaeed. Name, teJe..
phone number and addr..,. must be
included, although nllDie wiD be
withheld upon request.

is an imitation or copy of
KQEO I think he had better
listen to KQ and then to
KUNM and re-evaluate his
position. It is because of
"Boneyard" that I bought my
FM radio.
I am not associated with
KUNM in any way.
Name Withheld
By Request

Burritos Si
To the Editor:
The forensic proclivities
rampant on the vending of
certain viands on the academic
thoroughfares, although
paradigmatic of certain
vicissitudes prevalent in the
preponderance of administrative
martiality infested of late, are
actually only quite tenuously
congenial and evoke only aft
evanecsent simu-lacrum. Legally,
it is clearly a case of hoc est
corpus equus which the
municipal authorities had not
the · opportunity to examine
previous to the incident. This
is understandable, but we must
remember our animal friends
can serve us in a number of
ways, and vice versa. There is
a saying: "Burritos, si, refritos,
no!" which, if self-imposed by
the victual·VP.tHlert;, would
assure complete academic
gastric wholesomeness.
Thank you.
Lewis Crews
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Student Role Expands at UNM
Students and the "university vote on six committees; faculty
establishment" have always had and administrators hold the
their differences but at majority on the other 27.
UNM, these differences are
Student le~J.ders currently on
gradually being reduced, as campus, however, are objecting
students play an ever-increasing to the weakness of this
role in the school's representative vote.
administration.
"In m!ltters of basic policy,
Most major University students should be on an equal
committees have students as basis," said Ron Curry,
members - there are officially ASUNM president. "They have
106 students presently serving a right to an equal voice in
on Uni ver.ili ty standing policy statements."
committees as compared with
Committee Consideration
438 faculty and administrative
Curry participated during the
personnel.
summer as a member of a
Students hold the majority committee to consider the

student-vote problem, The
committee suggested revision of
policy·makii':g processess at
UNM, through drafting of an
all-University constitution which
would replace existing faculty
and student constitutions. Such
a constitution is now under
consideration,_
The faculty policy
committee first gave students
representation on standing
faculty committees in the
spring of 1966. John Thorson,
ASUNM president last year,
was placed on a committee to
select the new president for

UNM.
before they are considered by
Harold La vender, vice the administration.
pre•lident for student affairs,
says students are now on most
'Equitable Voice'
major University committees
Marion Cottrell, head of the
and are "essentially a part of Faculty Policy Committee,
the total administration."
maintains that students should
Student Influence
have an "equitable" voice in
Students have influence in university government. He says
the management of UNM not he believes they should have
only through their minority control over student-related
voting voice on faculty and matters, just as the
administrative committees but administration should control
also through personal contact the educational and curricula
with faculty and administrators. aspects, Under this s%ltem,
Dr. Lavender said students have students, faculty and
never felt "out of administrators would act as
communication," but noted one advisers in the situation they
criticism of the present did not control.
situation might be that the
Representatives of all three
students have a very weak groups - students, faculty and
vote, usually a minority one.
administration agreed that
The students especially resolving differences over the
would like to modify the amount of student influence in
time in this issue.
The cover design is a present system which does not University policies is a "one
stylized Indian symbol of the· give them an equal voice in step at a time" matter. As
Thunderbird drawn by Mary policy ··deCisions which might each issue arises, each group in
Ellen Murchie. The magazine is affect them exclusively. Most formulating and presenting
major student decisions must plans to further clarify its role
32 pages long.
"This year letters were sent be approved by a faculty vote in University government.
to high school English and art
departments asking them if
they wanted copies of the
Thunderbird for class use. Last
High Speed XEROX COPIES-Be-No limit
year one school used them.
special rates for dissertations-required paper supplied free
The response has been very
·SIMMS BUILDING other locations in Winroek Center,
good, we've gotten six replies
National Building & 120 Madeira NE
so far," said Pike.

T-Bird Will Offer Variety
The first issue of the 1969
UN M Thunderbird will
"emphasize visual and poetic
expression.," said Bill Pike,
student co-editor of the literary
magazine.
The edition is scheduled to
"come out the week of Dec.

New Moratorium

Will Meet Today
A meeting of the New
Moratorium Committee was
announced by committee
chairman Doug Yance for
tonight at 7 p.m., upstairs in
the Union. All interested are
invited to attend.
Jim Kennedy spoke during
the educational segment of the
SDS meeting on Trotskyist
movements throughout the
world. He suggested that SDS
members explore all currents of
the Left including the Young
Socialist Alliance before
deciding on a position.

Greek System
Defined

Ten ytars ago this was simply
unheard of. Pants on girls have
become acceptable in our
society because · of their
practical as well as comfortable
qualities. Fraternities &re also
becoming more liberal. You
will probably see many
long·haired guys on campus
wearing fraternity pins. The
Greek system is beginning to
realize that change is necessary
for survival in today's society.
The Greek organizations
function mainly as unifying
forces on campus. This unity is
necessary on large campus
where there are so . many
apathetic students. One of the
main functions of the sororities
and fraternities is to promote
spirit at the Lobo games
(which is sorely needed!) There
are several Greeks in Student
Senate, These individuals are
not necessarily conservative or
liberal, but they do realize that
to
affect change in
administration or legislative
policies, etc., takes time and
united effort. The united
efforts of the Greeks are also
evident in the community.
Many
sororities
and
fraternities sponsor charity
projects. One sorority this year
put the money which they
norm a 11 y used for a
Homecoming display, into a
charity fund. A major portion
of the dues which sorority
members are required to pay
to their chapter, go to charity
and scholarship funds. These
projects benefit not only the
commun'ity, but also the
Greeks themselves who are
becoming involved.
There is definitely a place
for Gr.eek organizations on
campuses of tomorrow as long
M
their structures are made
amel1.ilble to their environments.
As long as :there is a continual
influx of hew ideas, the Greek
system will not decay,

NEW MEXICO LOBO

-Increased Participation in Administrative Affairs Soug[,t-

8," he said. Distribution will
be "somewhere in the Union,"
"There is some material on
the Vietnam Moratorium, and a
controversial avant-garde play
'Greenland'," said Pike. "We
have included photography,
lithographs, drawings, a short,
short story 1 and lots of
poetry."
''The next issue will
emphasize fiction, essays,
interviews, that sort of thing,"
he said.
There is music for the first

kapy karner

INCONVENIENCE!
EMBARRASSMENT!
TROUBLE!
WHO NEEDS THEM?
-Save Yourself The Embarrassment Of Having To Borrow Money.

Bema. is unsolieited, signed gues~ editorial opinion.

By KRISTY HOKANSON
The time has come for a
re-evaluation of the Greek
system. The major questions
about the Greeks are: (1) what
exactly is a fraternity or
sorority, and (2) what is their
function on the campus and in
the community.
A Greek organization is a
group of individuals who work
together under mutual bonds of
friendship and common ideals.
A sorority or fraternity offers
a certain security and sense of
belonging. In short, it is an
identity for some people. For
some members the security
means a refuge from reality.
For others it means a home
base, a place to start from and
grow out of. A Greek·
organization can also mean an
ideal way of climbing up the
social or political ladder. A
Greek organization is essentially
what you make it; it does not
make you.
Conformity is one of the
primary fears incited by
sororities and fraternities. This
fear is largely a result of
ignorance on the part of those
people who criticize the
Greeks. In a sorority or
fraternity, just as in every club,
there are rules to be followed.
But these rules are not meant
to stifle a person's character;
they are meant to help develop
the individual and help him or
her to live with other people.
Study halls have been
established in many sororities
to help the individual. develop
good study habits. There are
many archaic rules, however,
that DO need changing. Th~sa·
rules were adapted to a society
of many years ago; they are.
not adaptable in today's
environment. Many sororities
and fraternities are beginning to
realize th'is. There are several
sororities on campus that allow
. the girls to wear pants to class.

..

'
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-Ws Tough To Get A Check Cashed By A Stranger When You Need Gas Or Have Car
Trouble.

an snorts ·.

trophies

2939 monte vista ~~""''·'

YOU CAN HAVE THE CONVENIENCE OF A TEXACO NATIONAL
CREDIT CARD AND AT THE SAME TIME BE BUILDING CREDIT
SECURITY FOR YOUR FUTURE.

I

,____.____.__• ..____...___.____.__I

§ E~ss~
CHECK ONE
MAIL

~

~~

:o~o ~~ ~

20

I~

(PLEASE DO NOT WRITE ABOVE THIS LINE)

APPLICATION FOR TEXACO NATIONAL CREDIT CARD .

D~~MBER D

~AME __~--------~------------~~~.------------,~~~~~-------AGE

STATEMENT TO

(FIRST NAME)

D

HOME

(INITIAL)

CARDS
DESIRED

(LAST NAME)

ADDRESSl-------.:-:::-:-:-:==-~::-:==:::i'"--------MARRIED?
(NUMBER AND STREET)

YES

D

NO

D

CtTY·---------------------------------STAT£~------------------ZIPCODE ________________

MAIL
STATEMENT TO

0

COLLEGE ADDRESS: _ _ _--;-:~:-:-==-:-:-::::--:::::===r----------------------(NUMBER AND STREET)
CITY---------------STATE--------------..c.ZIP CODE-------HOME PHONE NO,, _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ SOCIAL SECURITY N O · - - - - - - - - - - - MA.JOR SUBJECT

roLLEGE C L A S S I F I C A T I O N - - - - - - - - - - -

PARENT, GUARDIAN OR
NEAREST RELATIVE;----------~RELATIONSHIP'---------------

FORM S·86G·6·811

So, FILL OUT and FILL UP At Your
Local Texaco Dealer-

SIMON'S TEXACO
2 I00 Centra I S. E.

Soph •• Jr., Sr., Grad. Stud~nts Eligible. Sorry Freshmen, You'll Have to ~a it Until Next Year.
Trophies for all

organizations

and events

Pick Up Your Application At The Student Union Bulletin Board, Contact Carla Dunlap at 247-1522,
Or Fill Out .This Application And Mail" to-Tell:aco Inc., P.O. Box 2000, Bellaire, Texas 77401.
'

---·---------~---,_
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Inflation Affects UNM Building Funds
Inflation is pi~king the tiona! ?rea pinch at Johnson
pockets of constructi?n funds Gymnasmm.
.
.
voted by New Mex1cans for
But plans to begm additions
college buildings. . .
to the geology building and to
. That $42.5 . million approved the anthropology building have
m a bond. Issue referendum been delayed, because of lack
three ~ears ago air!'!ady h~s of federal funds, Hooker said.
bee~?' trimmed by 17 percent m
UN~ had ?oped to receive
buy1ng power.
a Nat10nal SCience Foundation
~he xesul~, at UNM, is grant for th: geology addition
s e rJ o us. W 1 thout expert, and remodeling. Anthropology
lo~g-~~nge . planning and . ~irm is awaiting other federal funds
prwrlties, It would be cnt1cal. and hope .for private bequests.
Urgent Need
Neither of the federal sources
The most urgent need is for are in sight at present, Hooker
classroom space to handle an said.
unexpected, but welcome 8 . 6
Money Pinch
pe~.~nt
boom in registration
The pinch, available money,
this year, extending worsened by inflation, comes
overcrowded classroom simultane..ously with UNM's
conditions.
record enrollment of 15,692
UNM architect Van Dorn students this year, a gain of
Hooker says the chemistry 125 2 since last fall.
building addition under
Hooker quoted the
construction should be authoritative "Engineering News
completed in December,
Record Cost Index," published
Ground will be broken on by F.W. Dodge of McGraw-Hill,
an addition to the Fine Arts
Center, late in January or early
in February.
New Building
A new athletic building on
south campus, southwest of
The Bureau of Indian Affairs
University Stadium, will be has approved an additional
started about Jan. 1, relieving $31,559 to continue through
some of the classroom-instruc- June a program aimed at
improving education of Navajo
children.
Presently in its initial stages,
the project may result in the
children first learning to read
Navajo so it. will become easier
for them to read English.
The program is directed by
Bernard Spolsky, chairman of
UNM's Program in Linguistics
and Language Pedagogy.
Spolsky and his staff have
completed an analytical
bibliography listing 69 items in
Navajo which are intended for
or would be useful in
developing Navajo literacy
material.
Preliminary results of a
study to find out what
language Navajo children speak
have also been announced,
based on teacher reports- for
632 six-year-old Navajos in
Gallup-McKinley county schools.
While gathering of data from
other schools for Navajos hasn't
been completed, the Gallup
, . Sl\lll.~ a~ ~
phase of the survey revealed 57
f'O\OEU £'A1a~ <:Mfl' StMPPe percent of the children do not
know enough English to carry
3:UI5 Su-'1!.~ S, E,
on first grade work. But 80
~\\\91K> CtOCCW\Y.
percent understand Navajo
better than English.

Navajo Education
Gets More Funds

Cycles West Presents

Jose Feliciano--ln Concert
Saturday Nite Dec. 6, 8:30PM

Civic Auditorium
All Seats Reserved 3.50, 4.50, 5.50
Available at These Locations
Cristy Records-Josephs Indian Shop
Dicks Record Shop-Reidling Music-Record Rendezvous

as the source of for a 17
percent bite in buying power
of the construction dollar since
autumn, 1966.
Voters approved a $42.5
million bond issue fo1• a
deca~e, to be distributed in
varymg amounts every two
years by the State Board of
~d~ca~ional Finance among
mst1tut10ns of higher learning
in New Mexico.
Hooker said UNM, with

approximately 46 percent of all building viewpoint, is a fairly
student enrollment, could satisfactory dormitory situation.
expect to receive about that
A
new
faculty
percentage of building funds.
office-classroom building, to be
Even if no more inflation designated the new Ortega Hall,
results, Hooker estimates the will. be completed about
actual buying power of that Janua'ry, 1971 on what now is
$42.5 million approved in 1966 a parking area on the north
to shrink to about $40 million end of old Zimmerman Field.
by 1976.
Hooker says state residents
"Easing of the problem is "are to be commended for
not anticipated," Hooker said. attempting to rneet expansion
On the brighter side, from a requirements."

Unique Music Selected For UNM Recital

Works Stress Avant Garde

What may be the most
unusual selection of music for
any Albuquerque performance
will be presented in a recital
by ME 330-soprano Jeanne
Grealish Friday (Dec, 5) in the
UNM Recital Hall.
The 8: 15 p.m. program,
' 'Mod Modes, Mod Modes,"
includes work by Alban Berg,
Arnold Schoenberg, John Cage
and Charles Ives.
"In the five years I've been
in Albuquerque I've never
heard any of this music
performed," Miss Grealish says.
''It's rarely performed
anywhere,"
Featured will be three works
by Cage. Miss Grealish will be
assisted in them by two other
faculty members, Lois McLeod,
pianist, and Elizabeth Waters,
dancer. Also assisting will be
two student percussionists,
Timothy Ruiz and Robert
Horton.
The first Cage composition
is for voice and closed piano.
The piano, however, is played
by knocking on it with the
hands.
Another is for voice,
percussion and modern dancer.
It uses an E. E. Cummings

poem which expresses the
insecurity of life in a tone
which conveys an image of the
American Indian.
A third work by Cage is the
most unusual.
It uses word from five
languages, The music is
represented by colored lines,
each indicating a different voice
type. One color might be the
cue for a Marlene Dietrich-type
voice and another for a
babyish voice. The contour of
the line shows the inflection of
the voice, and a black square
calls for any non-musical
sound.
The composition will be
illustrated with colored slides
prepared by Hugh Miller,
chairman of musicology and
professor of music history.
"Cage's music looks really
weird on paper," Miss Grealish
s;1ys, "but the first two are
truly beautiful." The composer
is considered the most avant
garde of the avant garde.
Ives is one of the most
extraordinary American
composers. He was president of
the country's largest insurance
company and never was a

fulltime musiCian. He was still
the first composer of his type
in the country.
Ives' attitude toward his
rnusic allowed people to accept
it as they wished. If they
considered it to be serious
music, it was; if they
considered it to be humorous,
it was.
Miss Grealish's Ives selection
is "General William Booth
Enters Heaven." using Vachel
Lindsay's poem about the
founder of the Salvation Army.
In common with several Ives
compositions, it incorporates
old revival tunes into the
music.
It is written for a soloist
and a small chorus, The chorus
will be seated in the audience.
While Ives and Cage are

Americans, Berg and
Schoenberg (Berg's teacher)
were members of the Vienese
school and are regarded as
founders of contemporary
music.
Tickets for

the recital will

b~ $1, with students admitted

:v1thout cost. Funds raised go
mto the music department's
scholarship fund.

Journalism Dep~. Offers MBA
A new study sequence to
prepare students for careers in
advertising and mass
communications management
has been approved by the Arts
and Science faculty.
The department of
journalism program will be
coordinated with a new
five-year masters degree plan to
be offered by the School of
Business and Administrative
Science.
"Students will be able to
complete work for a bachelor's
degree in journalism in eight
semesters and finish their work
for a Master of Business
Administration degree in two
more semesters," said Tony
Hillerman, department chairman.
"It's an unusual program in
several respects. We designed it
to provide what students will
need to work successfully in
advertising, public relations and

THIS CAN GET YOUR

management fields in the late
1970's," Hillerman said.
The program requires work
in the College of Fine Arts
and in the Business School as
well as in various departments
of the College of Arts and
Sciences.
Students will
take
mathematics courses designed to
equip them for work with
computers and for motivational
and behavioral research they
will study visual and graphic
arts in the department of fine
arts, and take more than the
usual amount of psychology
and economics.
''The program is built
around the core of our

Best Seller
One of the last remnants of
the 50's will disappear today
when Bill Haley's "Rock
Around The Clock" is removed
from the juke box in the Lobo
Room in the Union. This
record sold 24 copies in the
last four years.

journalism program because
these students will still need to
master writing, editing and
communications law," Hillerman
·
said.
Advertising in the sequence
will be taught by Emma
MacLeod. She has extensive
advertising experience in the
broadcast and magazine field.
James .Crow, who joined the
UNM journalism faculty from
the Donrey Media Group, will
teach media management. Crow
still serves as a consultant for
Donrey, which has newspapers
and television stations in
Hawaii, Nevada, Oklahoma,
Arkansas, California, and Texas.

Philanthropist
Furthering relations between
two countries will be aided by
a new system of giving to the
poor thought up by Lobo
reporter Carolyn Babb. Miss
Babb will give her worldly
possessions to CARE in return
for a job as a receptionist in
the Belen office.

...
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U Cul~ural Programs
Aurae~ Many People
One hundred thousand which has on file hundreds of
persons, including 13 500 books and records, and 75 000
students, attended cuitural slides and photographs.
'
programs offered by UNM in
Although preliminary plans
1969. This represents a 560 have been drawn for both the
percent increase over the 1962 drama and architecture wings
cultural event attendance total that are to be added to the
of only 2000 people.
Fine Arts complex, a lack · of
Construction of the Fine funds has delayed their
Arts Center - Popejoy Hall construction. The old Rodey
complex, which houses the The a tre, several times
College of Fine Arts the condemned for faulty wiring,
University Art Museum ~ fine will remain "home" for UNM's
arts library and Popej~y Hall, five major annual theatrical
gave both the campus and the productions and several one-act
community a cultural shot in plays until the drama addition
the arm.
can be built.
~ultural program offerings,
No Proper Facilities
which numbered six in 1963
Despite the lack of proper
increased to 125 in Popejoy facilities, the drama department
and 250 in the complex as a· has continued to produce high
whole by 1969. Presentations quality theatrical productions
now include art films lectures and is the fastest growing
orchestra, band add chorJ department in the College of
concerts, musicals
ballets Fine Arts, Boasting a 21
'
rec1't a I s, dance revues
art' percent enrollment increase in
exhibits, and plays.
'
the last two years, drama now
"Students Enthusiastic"
has more than 100 majors and
"Students are enthusiastic a total classroom enrollment in
about the expanded offerings " excess of 500 students.
said William Martin, director ~f
In addition to the Broadway
Popejoy Hall. "They are series, the Hall is also home
expecially happy with the for the Community Concert
reduced prices available to series, the
.Albuquerque
them."
Symphony Orchestra, the
Reductions are made Albuquerque Youth Symphony
available through the Associated the Civic Light Opera, and th~
Students Cultural Program UNM Band, Orchestra, and
Committee, which allocates Choir. Many other civic,
$25,000 of the activity fee cultural and educational
paid by every student regularly organizations also use the Hall.
enrolled in the University to
The University Art Museum
the 'cultural program. This which maintains two galleries i~
allows UNM students to attend the Fine Arts center, exhibits
functions at no charge or at several major collections during
most, for 50 percent of the the academic year.
regular admission fee.
They are always free to
''This allocation,'' says students.
Only Facility
Martin, "enabled Popejoy to
give $35,000 worth of
A department of the College
discounts to students last year. of Fine Arts, the museum is
"Take Advantage"
the only major exhibition
·"For instance, each spring we facility in Albuquerque, Its
offer ·125 student subscriptions galleries rate . among the finest
for the 'Best of Broadway' in the Southwest and permit
series, Most students take the concurrent showing of
advantage of the possible 75 travelling exhibitions with
percent discount through the selections from the University's
subscription offer.
permanent collections. More
"In other words," Martin than 800 paintings, drawings,
said, "they can come to 12 prints, and art objects acquired
professional events, sit in top through gift or purchase make
flight $6.50 seats for only up the permanent collection.
$1.50 per performance,"
Student support and interest
Popejoy Hall, which opened in the Museum is good, says
in 1966, is in use almost Robert Ellis, director. He
continuously throughout the estimates that between 150 and
year. Its top attraction is the 200. students daily viewed the
"Best of Broadway" series sculpture and drawings of
which annually features four Gaston Lachaise, recently
recent Broadway hit musical exhibited in the main gallery.
comedies, four plays, and four Last year's total Museum
programs of music and dance. attendance was close to 30,000
Auditions
indicating a strong artistic
Admittance into the interest on the part of students
orchestra, band, or choral even though many of the
groups is based on audition exhibitions h~ve been
and open to all students. considered controversial in the
Approximately 10 concerts field of contemporary art.
yearly are given by the musical
groups as well as dozens of
junior and senior recitals and
some 15 to 20 faculty recitals.
Student admission to most
programs is free.
Also in the complex is the
University's Fine Arts Library

HEAD TOGETHER

1!.,

Lead your own life.
Enjoy it.
Don't let life let you down
because of a silly headache. Happiness is as far
away as anAnacin® bottle.
Anacin is twice as strong
in the specific. pain reliever doctors recommend most as the other
well known extra strength
tablet.
Anacin may not bend
your mind, but it sure will
get your head together.

...
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Lobo photo by Chester Painter

Art Show

Unlawful Selling
Of Dylan Album
Brings Charges
Two thousand copies of an
unauthorized recording of songs
by Bob Dylan are now
circulating in the United States
said Lance Woodworth, KUNM
program director.
"There are two here in
town that I know of. The
recording contains some of his
unreleased material like 'Quinn
the Eskimo,' and songs he did
on the Isle of Man," he said.
Co 1u m bia Records, the
company with which Dylan is
contracted to perform
announced in a broadcast trad~
journal this month that they
were filing suit against "the
people who made the
recording, those distributing,
selling, and playing it," said
Woodworth.
The album, which is
completely unmarked, is selling
for about "ten or twelve
dollars on the coast," he said.
"I'm not quite sure how the
material got out, but it was
probably made from tape
recordings by people who
caught him singing when he
was;. say, tying his shoe,"
Woodworth said.

Small Renlens Rocker, done by Charles Mattox in 1965 is
part of the faculty art show now on display in the Fine Arts
Ce~ter.. The Ro~ker is painted fiberglass and supports a steei i>ail
wh1ch JS magnetized and strikes the steel rods.

Student.f interested in
making $100 a week for
approx. 10 hour.f work
call 268-4315 -Now.'
~================~·~

When you know
it's for keeps
All your sharing, all your
special memories have
grown into a precious and
enduring love. Happily, these
cherished moments will be
forever symbolized by your
diamond engagement ring.
If the name, Keepsake is in
the ring and on the tag, you
are assured of fine quafi'
and lasting satisfaction. The
engagement diamond is
flawless, of superb color, and
precise rnodern cut. Your
Keepsake Jeweler has a
choice selection of many
lovely styles. He's fisted in
the yellow pages under
"Jewelers.''

STEWARDESS
PREPARATORY COURSE
NEW AT FLAIR
Stimulating • Adventurous
Glamorous
FLAIR CAREER COLLEGE
9301 Candalaria NE £911-5571
~...--...!!:.~!STEREO

..L~12s.a..

k

ee

DIAMOND RINGS

the
PRISM
2041 ~.Plaza

!.A distinclive shop
for Christmas
America's Oldest
Market Place

....

/ealu1·ing
Fne crysla/,
anli.que sanlas

n~tablos1
b1•ass

& woods.

In .Historic
Old Towri

~(1Mt(J6 ~ Jllol~

COLLEGE OUTll N E SERIES
presents the essenticils of entire courses in
capsule form.
Perfect for learning and reviewing. , , truly the
"Student's Private Tutor!'

assoeiated students
bookstore
'

HOW TO PLAN YOUR ENGAGEMENT AND WEDDING
Plcose send new 20 page booklet, ''How To Pion Your Engagement ond Wedding"
ond new 12 page,. full color folder, bolh for only 25c, Also how con I obtain
tho beautiful ~4 poge Bride's Keepsake Book at hoi! price?'
f·69

Nam•·---------------------------------------------Adcltell------~----------------------

CHr-----------------------

Co.---------

St~lo'------------------- Zlo---_;_--_ _

KE~PSAKE

DIAMOND RINGS, BOX 90, SYRACUSE, NEW YORK 13201

------------------------~------

-~- -----~---------------~.....-
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Opinions Differ on Proposed Constitution
By PAUL FLECK

Women's Voting League

Game Warden's Views

Asks For 'Yes Vote'
A More Efficient Legislative Branch
- Permits salaries for legislators.
There is no salary now, only
per diem which scarcely meets
their expenses.
Allows. adjustment of length
and time of sessions to size
of workload.
Requires reapportionment by
legislature with alternative
procedures if legislature fails
to act. Present provisions have
been ruled unconstitutional.
A

A

Stronger Executive Branch
through:
Four year terms: allows
officers to plan, develop and
implement their programs.
Now they just learn the job,
then run for next term.
- Shortened ballot; Secretary of
State and Treasurer, who
perform ministerial duties, and
Attorney General, who should
work for the Governor, will
not be elected. The Governor
will have more authority and
be more truly responsible for
the Executive Branch,
Cabinet system (similar to
President's): The 263 state
executive ager1cies will be
organized by the legislature
into not more than 20 major
departments. Governor will be
responsible for appointing
department heads and for
their performance.

bodies, adopting charter, and
adopting new taxes. (New
'municipalities have only
powers specifically given to
them by the legislature; under
proposed constitution they
will have all legislative powers
not prohibited.)
A

Broader Based Electorate by
lowering the voting age to 20,
permitting the legislature to
set different residence
requirements for voting for
President, requiring the .
legislature to provide for the
absentee ballot.

An Improved Educational System in
which
The Governor with approval
of Senate appoints a 9
member state board of
··Education, with terms
staggered so no one Governor
can obtain excessive control.
(Present
board
is
malapportioned and elected on
a partisan ticket.)
~Bilingual, bicultural and other
programs are required to
assure equal opportunities for
all students. English continues
as basic language of
instruction.
Control of public school
budgets and expenditures is
given to state board · of
Education which is where
most states place it.

Unified Court System under
supervision of the Supreme
Court.

An Updated Bill of Rights which
includes prohibition of
discrimination in civil and
Home Rule - Self determination
political rights because of
for cities with voter control
race, color, creed, sex, or
over districting of governing
national origin.
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You Have Time
Before 2nd
Semester
to Enroll In

Evelyn Wood
Reading Dy~amics(R>
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Asst. Sports JJ:ditor

The Lobos got off on the
right foot for the basketball
s~ason last night by scoring a
vtctory and 99 points against
the Matadors of San Fernando
State.
The victocy was not as
impressive as the point total
indicates since the heavily
favored Lobos allowed the
visitors to score 82 in a sloppy
game played before 13 000
enthusiastic Lobo backers. '
The game began shakily with
the Matadors keeping pace at
the outset and holding a 12-11
lead at the 15-27 mark. But
the Lobos exploded for six
straight points on a pair of
foul shots by Petey Gibson, a

By Elliott S. Barker
or refusing to bllild a lake where it
State Game Warden from 1931 to 1953 would be to political advantage.
Having to appoint the Directo1· subject
The N. M. WCA supported by
to approval of the Governor prevents
many affiliates and the Department of
basing the appointment upon
game and Fish submitted a 3-point
qualifications alone and throws the
proposal for the new constitution:
Department of Game and Fish
squarely into the political arena.
1. Declaring wildlife. is the
ARTICLE IX, FINANCE, Section
property of the state, held in
6. LIMITATION ON USE OF TAXES.
trust for the people thereof,
"When a tax or fee is imposed for an
and subject to control by the
express purpose or use, the revenue
state.
from the tax or fee may not be
2. Providing for the security of
appropriated for any other purpose or
the Department of Game and
use unless the express purpose or use
Fish under a five-man
of the tax or fee is changed by law."
Commission serving 5-year
Hunting and fishing licenses would
overlapping terms, and
probably be classed as "fees" and
prohibiting the combining of
thus have a semblance of protection.
the Department with any other
However, it would be easy to add
department.
Forestry and Parks as purposes as
3. Prohibiting the diversion of any more than one Governor has wanted
of the game protection funds.
to do. Furthermore the Game
Department
has much revenue besides
The National Wildlife Federation
and
that
is given no protection
fees
and Wildlife Management Institute
at
all
against
diversion.
strongly endorsed these proposals for
Some constitution delegates, and
inclusion in the constitution.
others,
are trying to justify their
The sponsors have expressed keen action, and
Jack of it, in this regard
disappointment that these. desirable
by saying that there is nothing in the
and necessary provisions were not
present constitution referring to
included. Not only did the delegates
wildlife and its administration and
refuse to adopt the recommended
management. That is true, but .it is
items, but thPy prohibited the
equally
true that the old constitution
legislature from continuing the present
does not prohibit the legislature from
system under a law that has been
providing suitable laws for it as the
declared by national authorities to be
proposed new one does,
the best in the United States.
The argument is utterly invalid
Here is how the state's wildlife
anyway, because in 1910 when the
resources, the Game Department and
old constitution was drafted wildlife
the sportsmen who support it wele
was not recognized as an important
sold down a polluted river:
resource. There were only 7,000
ARTICLE IV, Section 14,
hunting and fishing license purchasers
EXECUTIVE POWERS AND DUTIES
and the revenue was Jess than
-A- "All executive and administrative
$10,000.00 a year. Now there are
offices, agencies and departments of
250,000 license purchasers and the
state government and their respective
revenue of the Department of Game
powers and duties **** shall be
and Fish is over $2,000,000.00
allocated by law within not more
annually, not one dime of which is
than 20 principal departments
from the tax-supported general fund.
according major purpose." It appears
It's the sportsmen's money.
inevitable that the Game Department
According to a survey made by
w iII be combined with other
UNM sportsmen also spend wilh
departments and lose its hereditary
businessmen of the state in direct
autonomy. The other departments .not
connection with their hunting and
being self supporting means that the
fishing activities about $55,000,000.00
game funds will be constantly
a year. That's big business which
jeopardized by diversion through . the
should be perpetuated.
back door if not the front doe>r.
The provisions on environment are
Should the Department of Game and
fair, and on firearms is good. But
Fish not be combined, the provisions
what good is the right to have
are such that it will be thrown
firearms to hunt if there is nothing to
squarely in the political arena.
hunt? The proposed constitution sure
Damned if it is and damned if it
does not make any provision for that.
isn't.
Instead it will, if approved, set us
back forty years.
Sec. 14-c- "The governing authority
I was State Game Warden for
of every principle department shall be
twenty-two
years and had opportunity
appointed by the Governor and serve
to observe the ambitions of
at his pleasure. If the governing
Governors, and the duty of rebuffing
authority is plural in nature .(as the
many unreasonable political demands
Game Commission is) and it appoints
from a well fortified position-a strong
a chief executive officer (as the Game
Game Commission. Under the
Commission does the Director) that
proposed constitution I can only see
appointment shall be subject to the
disaster
ahead for wildlife, one of the
approval of the Governor." (present
state's
greatest resources, and its
law conflicts and, hence, is nuJ!ified.)
administration and management.
Under this we'd have the
I cannot see how any sportsman,
Commission members serving at . the
other conservationist or anyone who
pleasure of the Governor instead of
values our wildlife and the great
for five-year overlapping terms, and
privilege of enjoying it can vote
they might be fired for such things as
otherwise than a, great big "NO" on
failure to give his friends elk permits
December 9. Thank you.
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H of C Trounces

Befuddled 'Pups
The House of Carpets, an
AA U team, handed the
Wolfpups their initial setback
of the season last night,
outlasting the freshman squad
78-74.
After battling even
throughout most of the first
half, the Carpeteers took a
halftime lead of 44-39, John
Johnson, held to two points in
the first half, quickly hit for
eight points as the Wolfpups
outscored the visitors 16-5 in
the opening eight minutes of
the second half.
But
the Carpetecrs
surp1·isingly did wither under
the tempo set by the frosh
and battled back to tie it at
65·65. Dick Strong then
pumped in two shots from
fifteen feet in the len corner
and the House of Carpets took
the lead.
The freshmen came back
with a foul shot by Tommy
Roberts and a jumper by John
Mulligan to pull within one.
But the Cnrpcteers refused to
be headed. Lanny Winters
scored five straight to put the
game on ice,
A desperation press by the
frosh was to no avail and the
Carpeteers stalled for two
minutes with an eight point
lead, 78-70. Two steals by
Roberts and John Stewart
added four points for the frosh
to close out the scoring.

Dec. 6 to Jan. 24
(Saturday 9-12 noon)

Country Barn
Special

Prepare for finals, Raise your gradepoint,

Every Tues. 9 AM-12 PM
Deep Fried

Cut your study time

FISH SANDWICH

(as low as $10.88 a month)

Only 25¢

Call Ann or Pam

Eat in our large dining room or take it. home

265-6761

2409 Central SE Across From Cdmpus

By ANDY GARMEZY
lobo Sports Writer

Ly<:eum-207 Dartmouth Dr. NE
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Because of a poor recruiting
program in past years, and Jack
of interest in the sport, the
UNM varsity swimming team
will open its season next
Friday at Denver University
with only a thirteen member
squad.
Headed by fh'St year coach
John Mechem, replacing Dob
Barney, who left for
Sacramento State in California,
the Lobo swimmers hope to
better last year's fourth place
WAC finish, Because he was
nppoillted to the post of
Physical Ed instructor and
swimming conch late in the
year, it was difficult for
Mechem to recrua. swimmers
:·w UNM.
£nil
team is young

biggest na: ne in

A . thought for the day:
American Poet Ella Wheeler said,
"No question is ever settled until
it Is settled right."

4201 C.ntnl N.E. 255·7410
. 5810 Menaul N.E. 2 !iS-414/
6901 Lomas N.E. 268-6Pt8
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with ten points. A s1trpr1smg "Our biggest problem was
statistic showed that the defense. We made mistakes on
usually superb foul shooter was the most basic fundamentals,''
2 for 5 from the charity he explained, "In a few areas
stripe, and caused King to we have come a long way
comment, "It will be a long since . the freshman game, but
time before you see Somogyi not nearly enough. I think the
go 2 for 5 again."
guys were pressuring too much
King was disgruntled with trying to make up for their
the mistakes made
his team. lack of size."

Ten Straight Points
'rhe Lobos settled down in
the second half and quickly
pulled away from the California
club, They enjoyed their
biggest lead of the game after
three minutes had elapsed in
the second half as they scored
ten straight points before the
Matadors got rolling again. The
closest the Matadors came again
was a 12-point deficit with
three minutes left in the game,
John Somogyi made his
varsity debut eight minutes into
the
game
and
the
highly-publicized sophomore hit
on his first three shots from
the field. Somogyi wound up

-~
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The Hustlers
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LICKING HIS CHOPS as he looks forward to the
Lobo·Aggie game next Monday night, NMS assistant Ed
Murphy scouts UNM in our unimpressive 99·82 win over San
Fernando. The Lobos didn't play well and everyone in the
Arena knew it. But after the game, Murphy was saying, "New
Mexico is in great condition. I don't know if anyone could've
hit the boards any harder than they did tonight."

composed mainly of
underclassmen, with only three
seniors on the roster. Having
only thirteen members the
team does lack depth and
many of the individuals will
have to compete in several
events. Despite this drawback
there are various personnel on
the team that have a chance
for All·Conference and
AJI-Americat1 HonorS. Mechem
rates three seniors and one
junior on the squad as
potential All-Americans in their
events. Robe~t Milne in the 50
and 100 yard free style, Paul
Mundorff, and Brian Spriggs on
the diving board, and ]Uitior
Steve Craven in the butterfly,
are the main stays of the
team.
With the swimming season

We deal tuith

NORTON
DUCATI and
MOTO-GUZZI cycles
Also METZLER TIRES
tlot Dogs"

We'll Have Your Order Rec:tdy..-..Cail 242-7340

Becker's Best
Ron Becker turned in his
highest scoring performance as
a Lobo with 31 points
complemented by 16 rebounds.
Becker did not commit a
personal foul in the game,
which prompted the senior
sharpshooter to comment, ''If I
didn't have a foul I must· not
have been hustling."
But Coach Bob King had a
different view of Becker's
performance. "He played with
good poise and played
reasonably good defense, He
went to the boards extremely
well," said King,
Howie Grimes was back in
action after being redshirted

last year" and his acrobatics
brought back memories to old
Lobo fans. Grimes spent a
gi>od portion of the time
sprawled on the floor or
twisted around an opponent.
Before the big 200-pounder
fouled out he hit for 19
points.
Willie Long also had a
strong performance with 19
points and 17 rebounds,

Ron Becker and Howie
Grimes leap for a loose ball
with San Fernando's talented
Lee Joseph as Lobo Dave
Culver looks on. UNM not
only won the fight for the
ball, but won the ballgame a;;
well, 99-82.

WORK FOR THE
FEDERAL GOVERNMENT
• Challenging Ca;eers e Advancement
• Excellent Pay and Benefits
Federal Representatives Will Provide Information
And Answer Your Questions

Tankmen Are Stroking Strong

Book Show
The fiftlt annual book show
of the Association of American
University Presses (AAUP) will
be shown at UNM in early
December.
The 25 books in the display
will be on exhibit in the
Clinton P, Anderson room of
Zimmerman Library from Dec.
8 to Dec, 19.
The books are the 25
adjudged best by thEJ jury of
· all books printed by University
presses during the last year.
The exhibit is touring the
nation and Canada to be
displayed at each of the 68
universities whose presses
belong to the Association. In
th.is 11ear's competition, 266
books were submitted by 59
university presses, The jurors
were Marshall Lee and Ivan
Chermayeff, both noted book
designers.

jump shot from the corner by
Willie Long, and two more
charity tosses by Ron Becker.
The first half took almost
an hour to play due to 36
personal fouls committed by
the combatanb;-23 by the
MatadOl's. The Lobos went to
the free throw line a total of
41 times for the evening.

Federal Career Information Day

TUESDAY DEC. 2, 8 A.M.-4 P.M.
PlACEMENT CENTER TRAILER

beginning next week the team
has been intensifying workouts
to twice a day, at 7:00 a.m.
and 3:30 p.m. Physically the
team is in excellent condition,
recently completing their WAC
Waterpolo season in fourth
place. The Lobo's had two
members selected to the
All-Conference team in
freshman Rick Klatt, and
sophomore Eric Phillips.
Not known nationally as a
strong swimming school,
Mechem hopes to change this
reputation by recruiting many
athletes from out of state as
well as from New Mexico.
Following the Pacific Eight and
the Big Ten, the WAC is
probably the third hardest
conference in the country for
sw imrners.
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I Remove, Dismantle, and Thorough Inspection ·
staff. This
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• One Day
I
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Regular $28 service now $19.95 for University _j'
students and
coupon also entitles
dents and
to a
discoun~ on
parts :..:
and service.
Servi~e
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types
automatic and standard
and clutch work available.
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